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Introduction 

 
Developed for baccarat, the Ultimate Baccarat Strategy throws off winnings like crazy.  

This manual is a supplement to the Ultimate Baccarat manual.  The purpose of this 

manual is to show you how quickly and easily you can use the Ultimate Baccarat 

Strategy to set up your own $10,000 a week income! 
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Baccarat Is the Number One Casino Game You Should Play If 

You Want High Profits With Low Risk! 
 

 

Once you start playing baccarat using the Ultimate Baccarat Strategy, I am confident 

that playing baccarat will become your Number One Source of Cash!  

 

Before I tell you more about the strategy, let’s take a look at the game itself – 

 

Baccarat should become your game of choice because it offers the lowest house edge of 

any of the casino table games. 

 

Most blackjack players fight a game where the odds constantly change and are lucky to 

get the house edge down to one-percent advantage over them.   

 

Craps is a great game.  Pass line, come, don’t pass and don’t come bets only give the 

house an edge of 1.4%.  However, there are bets in this game that give the house a 

tremendous edge.  I am talking an edge of 14% to 17% on each wager!  Craps for the 

average player quickly becomes a money pit! 

 

Roulette is the number one game of choice for many players.  

 

However, with the American double-zero wheel, players give the house an edge of over 

5%. 

 

Even playing the European version of the game, players give up over two percent house 

advantage on most bets. 

 

Video poker is a great game if you can find the best machines.  However, your casino 

may not have the best paying machines.  And, if you are playing on an inferior machine, 

this game becomes a real mother to beat. 

 

That leaves baccarat.  
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Baccarat offers a house edge of slightly over one percent.  And, that’s without any 

strategy at all! 

 

Blackjack players have to memorize basic strategy and then manage their bets very well 

to do this well. 

 

Craps players have to limit their bets and then use a very sound money management 

strategy to keep the house edge under 1.5%. 

 

Baccarat players in a sense have it made.  All they have to do is bet on either Player or 

Banker.   

 

And, bingo!  They have the house edge down to about one-percent!  
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Because the Game is So Simple, Most Players 
Underestimate What is Required to Win at Baccarat. 
 

I could train a monkey to play baccarat.  All he would have to learn is to put chips on 

either the Banker or Player betting spots.  That’s it.  He would be playing at least as well 

as most players. 

 

And, he would probably win a great deal of the time.  However, without any strategy, 

even the low house edge would take its relentless toll and like most players the monkey 

would eventually lose. 

  

But, it doesn’t have to be that way.  I have discovered a way to turn the game of baccarat 

into a game where you will win 97.14% of the time. 

 

Let’s find out how – 
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The Two Baccarat Decisions You Have to Make 
 

Playing baccarat consists of making just two decisions – 

 

Where do you place each bet and 

 

How much do you bet each time. 

 

That’s it.  All you have to do to beat the game is come up with a superior way of 

determining where to bet and how much to bet and you will have a source of cash that is 

unending. 

 

And, the Ultimate Baccarat Strategy has unique breakthrough solutions to both sides of 

playing and beating this game! 
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Would You Like Some Examples of What You Can Do 
With The Ultimate Baccarat Strategy? 
 
If you are very cautious you can take a starting bankroll of just $20 and get started 
making more money that you ever have before! 
 
I know this sounds crazy, but it is a documented fact – 

 

You can start with a $20 buy-in making $1 bets in on online casino.  Play for just 

a few hours and you will win enough to start making $5 bets online. 

 

As a $5 online bettor, you can easily pull in $309 an hour in pure profits. 

 

And you can do this with great confidence because of this strategy’s extraordinary 

97.14% win rate. 

 

Keep up your online play and you will quickly move up to making $25 bets.  At this level 

of play you will bring in a mind boggling $1,545 an hour in profits! 

 

You might be thinking these are theoretical numbers – 

 

Maybe something that came out of some kind of computer simulation. 

 

If you are thinking this you are wrong.  These are real win amounts, won by players 

just like you. 
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How This Manual Will Help You 
 

To understand how to use The Ultimate Baccarat Strategy, you will need to read 

the manual and practice using the strategy. 

 

The goal of this manual is simple – to help you set up your own baccarat 

system using The Ultimate Baccarat Strategy to make at least $10,000 or 

more every week! 
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Hourly Winnings 
 

One of the best features about The Ultimate Baccarat Strategy is its predictability. 

While anything can happen over the next few hands at a baccarat table, as you 

play longer using the strategy, the results become more and more predictable.  

 

After playing thousands of games in casinos as well as playing thousands of 

simulated games on computers, we determined that the hourly winnings were 

pretty much dependent on:  

 

a. The speed of the game and 

b. The size of your bets. 

 

So long as you apply the strategy correctly, your hourly wins will fall within a 

narrow average, which is very predictable. 

 

Assuming an average table speed of about 60 hands per hour for play in a land-

based baccarat game and 300 hands per hour for online play, the amount you can 

win per hour is strictly dependent on the size of your bets, which is determined by 

your bankroll. 

 

This is very straightforward and simply means that if you play with black $100 

chips, you should expect to win more than a player betting with green $25 chips.  

Likewise, the green chip player will average winning more than the red $5 chip 

player. 

 

Table 1 shows the relationship between hourly winnings and the level of bankroll 

used at a table averaging 60 bets per hour, the average rate of play for land-based 

games.  These illustrations are based on the actual results obtained in 

hundreds of games played in real casinos.   
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While this table, as well as the ones which follow, show the amounts you can win 

over different time periods with different amounts "invested" in each game, there 

is nothing hypothetical about the Ultimate Baccarat Strategy winning rates.  

These amounts are based on actual casino games.  

 

The top row of the table shows the minimum bet needed for each level of bankroll.  

This table shows minimum wagers of $5, $10, $15, $25, $50, $100, $200 and $500.   

 

The second row matches up the amount you will use for each game with the 

minimum bet.  If you are a $5 bettor, you will need to buy in for at least $100.  A 

$10 bettor will use $200, and so on. 

 

If you look in the column under $100 buy-in, you will see the average amounts you 

can expect to win if you play The Ultimate Baccarat Strategy at the levels 

appropriate for this level of buy -in.  The Ultimate Baccarat Strategy manual 

completely discusses the strategy, relating the amounts you will win to the 

levels of bets used. 

 

The first amount under $100 is $62, the amount you will average winning per hour 

at this level of play.  Please note that you will not win this amount per hour every 

hour you play.  If you have only winning games, you will win more.  If you have a 

losing game, you will win less.  This is an average.  The longer you play, the 

closer your results should be to this average. 
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Hourly Winnings at 60 Bets Per Hour (Typical Speed of Land-based Casino) 

 
 
Minimum Bet $5 $10 $15 $25 $50 $100 $200 $500 

Game Bankroll $100 $200 $300 $500 $1000 $2000 $4000 $10000 

Average Winnings Per 

Hour 

$62 $124 $186 $310 $620 $1240 $2480 $6200 

3 Hours Play $186 $372 $558 $930 $1,860 $3,720 $7,440 $18,600 

4 Hours Play $248 $496 $744 $1240 $2,480 $4,960 $9,920 $24,800 

5 Hours Play $310 $620 $930 $1550 $3,100 $6,200 $12,400 $31,000 

 

 

 

 

The next amount under $100 is $186, the amount you would average for three hours 

of play.  I consider anywhere from three to five hours a day a full day's work in a 

casino.  Before you discount this statement, remember we are talking about risking 

your money in an atmosphere strictly geared to make the removal of your money as 

painless as possible.  Beating the casino at its own games is never a cakewalk, and 

the shortest amount of time you take to do so will help you reduce the effect of the 

many psychological ploys the casino has devised to relieve you of your money.  

 

So, at least in my experience, if you bang heads with the casino for three to five 

hours, lock up your winnings and walk out the front door a winner, you have 

put in a full day's work. 

 

Anyway, getting back to Table 1, with a $100 buy-in, you can win $$186 if you 

play for three hours, $248 if you play for four, and $310 if you stick it out five 

hours. As you increase the size of your buy-ins, your base bets will increase and 

your hourly winnings will grow.  

 

With a $2,000 buy-in, you can win over $6,000 day if you play five hours.   
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Buying in for $4,000 and playing just three hours a day will put you close to 

winning $7,500. 

 

With $4,000 used as your Game Bankroll, your winnings will average $2,480 an 

hour.  Play three hours a day at this level and your winnings should average $7,440. 

And, five hours a day will bring in a cool $12,400! 
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Comparison of Winnings In Land-Based and Online 
Casinos 
 

The rates of play are different in land-based and online casinos.  In a land-based 

game will be dealing with other players and a human dealer.  These games are 

played at slower rates.  The average speed of a mini-baccarat table in a land-based 

casino is about 60 rounds of play per hour.  This is a realistic rate of play for land-

based games are based on 60 rounds of play per hour. 

 

The speed of the game in online casinos is much faster than the land-based games.  

Typically in an online game, the player is playing against the computerized dealer 

and the speed is mostly controlled by how fast the player plays.  Skilled players can 

easily play 350 rounds per hour.  For our purposes we will use 300 rounds per hour 

as the online casino rate of play. 

 

The minimum bets in land-based casinos are much higher than those in online 

casinos.  While there are many online baccarat games accepting $1 minimum bets, 

most land-based games have $5 or higher minimum wagers. 

 

We want to refine our estimates of hourly winnings using The Ultimate Baccarat 

Strategy in this chapter.  To do this we will look at the win rate in land-based and 

online casinos separately. 

 

Let’s start with the land-based game.  Table 2 shows hourly winnings at 60 rounds 

per hour.  The minimum bets are $5, $10, $15, $20, $25, $35, $50, $75, $100, $200, 

$500 and $1000. 
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Table 2.  Hourly Winnings at 60 Hands per Hour 

 (Assumed Rate of Play in Land-based Casino) 
 

 
Min 

Bet 

$5 $10 $15 $20 $25 $35 $50 $75 $100 $200 $500 $1000 

Game 

Buy-in 

100 200 300 400 500 700 1000 1500 2000 4000 10000 20000 

Bankroll  

Needed 

300 600 900 1200 1500 2100 3000 4500 6000 12000 30000 60000 

Game 

Buy-In 

100 200 300 400 500 700 1000 1500 2000 4000 10000 20000 

Hourly 

Winnings 

$62 $124 $186 $248 $310 $434 $620 $930 $1240 $2480 $6200 $12400 

 
  

 

The interpretation of this table is very simple.  Let’s take $5 play for example. 

 

If you are a $5 player you will need a $100 buy-in to play at this level.  Your win 

rate, on the average, will be $62 an hour.  Incidentally, when I show hour win rates, 

I am showing you Net Winnings per hour.  These amounts are net of expected 

losing games.  If you have a series of winning games, you very well can have higher 

winnings per hour.  Conversely, if you have a losing game, your hourly win rate for 

that hour will be lower. 

 

Getting back to the table, as a $5 player, you can expect to make $62 for on hour of 

play, $186 for three hours play, $248 for four hours and so on. 

 

Table 3 shows hourly winnings for play in an online casino, with 300 rounds per 

hour played. 
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Table 3.  Hourly Winnings at 300 Hands per Hour  
(Assumed Rate of Play in Online Casino) 

 
Min 
Bet 

$1 $2 $5 $10 $15 $20 $25 $50 $75 $100 $200 

Game 
Bankroll 

20 40 100 200 300 400 500 1000 1500 2000 4000 

Bankroll  
Needed 

60 120 300 600 900 1200 1500 3000 4500 6000 12000 

Game 
Buy-In 

20 40 100 200 300 400 500 1000 1500 2000 4000 

Hourly 
Winnings 

$62 $124 $309 $618 $927 $1236 $1545 $3090 $4635 $6180 $12360 

 

 

 

Let’s take a look at what you can expect if you are a $1 bettor, playing baccarat 

online using The Ultimate Baccarat Strategy. 

 

You will only need $20 as your game buy-in.  With many online casinos offering 

100% match bonuses, you could deposit just $10 and use the matching bonus of $10 

to reach the needed Game Bankroll of $20.  To totally fund the account you could 

deposit $30 and use the matching $30 bonus to reach a level of $60, the total 

bankroll needed for this level of play. 

 

At this playing level you can expect to win $62 an hour in Net Winnings.  For one 

hour of play you will win $62, two hours, $$124, three hours, $186 and so on. 
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Time and Money 

 
Tables 4 and 5 are set up to help you make a decision on how you want to 

accomplish the goal of making a set amount of money each week, every month, or 

any other time period you want to use. 

 

Let's assume that you have practiced The Ultimate Baccarat Strategy, seen how 

effective it is, and now want to use it to supplement your income.  These tables 

show some options on how you might decide to meet your goal. 

 
Table 4.  Winnings Based on Time Played and  
Bankroll Used for Play in a Land-based Casino 

 
 
Minimum Bet $5 $10 $15 $25 $50 $100 $200 $500 

Game Bankroll $100 $200 $300 $500 $1000 $2000 $4000 $10000 
Average 
Winnings Per 
Hour 

$62 $124 $186 $310 $620 $1240 $2480 $6200 

10  Hours a 
Week 

$620 $1240 $1860 $3100 $6200 $12400 $24800 $62000 

20 Hours a 
Week 

$1240 $2480 $3720 $6200 $12400 $24800 $49,600 $124,000 

30 Hours a 
Week 

$1860 $3720 $5580 $9300 $18,600 $37,200 $74,400 $186,000 
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Table 5.  Winnings Based on Time Played and  
Bankroll Used for Play in an Online Casino 

 
 
Min 
Bet 

$1 $2 $5 $10 $15 $20 $25 $50 $75 $100 $200 

Game  
Bankroll 

20 40 100 200 300 400 500 1000 1500 2000 4000 

Average 
Winnings 
Per Hour 

$62 $124 $309 $618 $927 $1236 $1545 $3090 $4635 $6180 $12360 

10  
Hours a 
Week 

620 1240 3090 6180 9270 
 

12360 15450 30900 46350 61800 123600 

20 Hours 
a Week 

1240 2480 6180 12360 18540 24720 30900 61800 92700 123600 247200 

30 Hours 
a Week 

1860 3720 9270 18540 27810 37080 46350 92700 139050 185400 370800 

 
 

 

You can easily determine the relationship between the size of your bets and your 

weekly earnings using these tables. 

 

Let’s assume that you prefer playing in a local casino.  You decide to play making 

$25 bets.  

 

Table 4 shows you that if you play baccarat 30 hours a week you will make $9,300.  

 

You probably don’t want to spend that much time playing baccarat.  Looking at the 

same table, you see that making $50 bets you will make $12,400 for 20 hours play. 

 

While this sounds better than playing for 30 hours, looking at the column for $100 

play, you can see that this offers a much better return for your time – 

 

Ten hours a week of making $100 minimum wagers will bring in $12,400 on the 

average. 
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Moving up to making $200 bets is even better.  At his level, ten hours a week of 

play really pays off with $24,800 in winnings. 

 

Since online baccarat is a much faster game, the hourly winnings are much higher 

than for comparable levels of play in a land-based casino. 

 

Looking at Table 5, you can see that making $5 bets online will bring you $9,270 a 

week for your efforts. 

 

However, you probably won’t want to play 30 hours a week online.  That’s why you 

will want to move up in play as quickly as possible. 

 

Once you move up to making $25 minimum bets online, just ten hours a week will 

make you over $15,000 in net profits. 
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What Does It Take to Make $10,000 a Week? 
  

As we have seen, we need to look at different rates of play and betting levels in 

comparing online play and play in a land-based casino. 

 

If you goal is to make $25,000 it can be accomplished in different ways.  Table 6 

below shows the time requirement, at different levels of play, to win $10,000 a 

week playing baccarat in a land-based casino. 

 
Table 6.  Time Required to Win $10,000 a Week in a Land-based Casino 

 
Minimum Bet $5 $10 $15 $25 $50 $100 $200 $500 

Game Bankroll $100 $200 $300 $500 $1000 $2000 $4000 $10000 

Average Winnings Per Hour $62 $124 $186 $310 $620 $1240 $2480 $6200 

Hours of Play to Make 

$10,000 a Week  

161.3 80.6 53.7 32.4 16.1 8.1 4.0 1.6 

 

 

 

Table 7 below show the time required to win $10,000 a week in an online casino. 
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Table 7. Time Required to Win $10,000 a Week in an Online Casino 
 
 
Min Bet $1 $2 $5 $10 $15 $20 $25 $50 $75 $100 $200 

Game 

Bankroll 

20 40 100 200 300 400 500 1000 1500 2000 4000 

Average 

Winnings 

Per Hour 

$62 $124 $309 $618 $927 $1236 $1545 $3090 $4635 $6180 $12360 

Hours of 

Play to 

Make 

$10,000 a 

Week 

161.3 80.6 32.4 16.1 10.8 8.1 6.5 3.2 2.1 1.6 .81 

 

 

 

If you want to make $10,000 a week it is far easier to do if you increase the size of 

your base bets. For instance, a $25 bettor, playing in a land-based game can win 

$10,000 a week in about 32 hours of play.  As a $5 bettor it would take 161 hours of 

play to win $10,000. 

 

In online play, the same relationship applies.  Here a $10 bettor can win $10,000 a 

week with just 16 hours of play. 

 

The key to winning $10,000 a week is to start small and build your bankroll out of 

winnings.  If may take several weeks to do this but it is far easier to win large 

amounts when you start with a larger bankroll and larger wagers. 
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Rules to Help You Keep Your Winnings 
 

There is no question that if you follow The Ultimate Baccarat Strategy you will 

generate wins.   I have even given you the average wins per hour achieved in actual 

play.  Does this mean you can relax?  Unfortunately no.  Even though there is no 

question that you will win using this system of play, there is still the issue of leaving 

the casino with your profits in hand. 

 

One of our most important rules to help you leave a winner is the 90% Rule.  This 

rule says very simply that if you are close to hitting a target profit or a daily profit, 

that sometimes 90% or so is close enough. 

 

I recall very well an acquaintance of mine who had a monster roll at a craps table.  

When I walked up to the table, Joe was rolling the dice and playing with $500 chips 

scattered all over the layout.  By the time he sevened out, he was up over $48,000.  

This is not bad considering he bought in less than an hour earlier for a grand.  I 

strongly urged him to come with me and take a break.  I reminded him how badly he 

needed this score and how good he would feel walking out with his winnings intact.  

He nodded and smiled and then gave some lame excuse about wanting to bet with 

just a couple more shooters. 

 

I had more than made my nut for that day.  In fact, catching the last ten minutes of  

his hot  craps roll  had put  me way  ahead.   I decided to take a break in the coffee 

shop and try some of the coconut cream pie which was reputed to be the best in 

town. 

 

I ran into another friend and talked for over an hour.  When I came back out, Joe was 

still at the same table.  I walked up and noticed his pitiful little pile of green chips.  

Joe gave me a lame look and continued to play.  I saw him the next day and asked 

him how he ended up.  "Tapped out," were his words.  "You didn't drop the whole 50 

grand did you?" I asked.  
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"It was only 48 thousand," he responded.  "The reason I kept playing is because I 

wanted to hit 50 thousand." 

 

As I walked away, I wondered to myself what in the hell is the difference between 48 

thousand and 50 thousand when you are that much ahead?   

 

 

 

 

I think 48 thousand should have been 

close enough, don't you? 

 

 

Any time you are struggling to hit a target profit, are playing on a short time schedule 

or just start to hear that little nagging voice somewhere in the back of your skull 

telling you to watch out, you can remember Joe.  He should have known that 48 

grand was close enough.  Don't ever get hung up on exact amounts.  If you are trying 

to win $50 and hit $48, you can call it close enough and take a break.  Remember 

that you will never go broke by taking a break early and walking off with your 

profits intact. 

 

Whenever you are somewhere near your target profit for a game, you need to make 

some changes.  Obviously you can just call the game over and quit.  However, if the 

dealer has been busting at a high rate and the table is definitely player favorable, it 

makes no sense to quit.  So you do the next best thing.  You move into the 

conservative betting mode. 
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Living a Life of Ease 
 

When you go to the casino, you need to remember that your one purpose is to win.  

You can drink, party, visit, flirt and relax on your own time after you have locked up 

your daily win.  After becoming a proficient baccarat player and increasing the size 

of your minimum wagers, you will be able to travel a good part of the year, courtesy 

of your favorite casinos.  This may become an important part of your retirement 

plan.  You can use your new skills at baccarat to pay for your vacations and pocket a 

good deal of change as well. 

 

You may consider becoming a full time pro.  Before you make this step, I want you 

to think about it very carefully.  Whereas playing several times a month and winning 

can bring you a great deal of pleasure, having to play every day to make your daily 

nut is very difficult.   

 

Casinos can be glamorous and exciting if you don't have to be in one every day.  On 

a daily basis, I can think of many things I had rather do than go through the repetitive 

grind of play needed to hit my daily win goal.  Everyone is different.  If you think 

you would like to turn pro, I suggest you take a two week vacation and spend at least 

ten of the days in a casino playing baccarat four hours a day.  If, after two weeks of 

this, you are still game for more, then maybe you have what it takes to become a full 

time player.  If you are like me, you may have to settle for being a part time pro and 

playing less frequently. 
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I hope you find The Ultimate Baccarat Strategy to be a lifetime source of income and 

satisfaction.  I would like to hear about your experiences.  You may write me in care 

of the publisher.  I wish you the best in all of your life endeavors.   
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The Ultimate Baccarat Strategy Demolishes the Game of 
Baccarat! 

If I told you we were winning 85% of our baccarat games, you would probably be 
impressed –  

Almost no businessman, stock trader or gambler has a system that wins 85% of the 
time. 
 
But, we do a lot better than this.  A whole lot better!  

What if we could win 9 out of 10 games?  This strategy would be a very formidable and 
profitable strategy with a 90% win rate.  

But, this is still too low.  We leave a system wining only 90% of the time in the dust!  

Okay then, so how well do we really do?  

Surely, we can’t be winning more than 95% of our games?  

Well, we are!   

Hold on to your hat.  We have just completed 3,497 games playing baccarat and the 
results are –  

The Ultimate Baccarat Strategy wins a truly extraordinary 97.14% of its 
games!  

This means that playing baccarat using The Ultimate Baccarat Strategy is your 
Number One Profit Opportunity today! 
 
Let’s take a look at why baccarat should become your game of choice –  
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We Have Put Together  
a Complete Winner’s Course 

Here’s what you’ll get – 
 
►  Ultimate Baccarat Manual 

►  Quick Start Guide  
►  Master Bet Controller  

   
Plus, you’ll get these bonus books, filled with insider info to 
help you quickly become a High Profit Baccarat Entrepreneur –  
► Our Top Online Baccarat Casinos  
► A Beginner’s Guide to Online Bonuses  
► Our Guide to the Best Baccarat Casinos in the United 
States  
► The Best High-Stakes Online Baccarat Casinos  
► The Absolute Best Online Baccarat Casino  
► How to Build a $100,000 Bankroll Using the Ultimate 
Baccarat Strategy  
► The $10,000 a Week Plan  

  

 
Baccarat Is the Number One Casino Game You Should Play If You Want 
High Profits With Low Risk!  

Once you start playing baccarat using the Ultimate Baccarat Strategy, I am confident 
that playing baccarat will become your Number One Source of Cash! 
 
Before I tell you more about the strategy, let’s take a look at the game itself –  

Baccarat should become your game of choice because it offers the lowest house edge of 
any of the casino table games.  

Most blackjack players fight a game where the odds constantly change, and they are 
lucky to get the house edge down to one-percent advantage over them.   

Craps is a great game.  Pass line, come, don’t pass and don’t come bets only give the 
house an edge of 1.4%.  However, there are bets in this game that give the house a 
tremendous edge.  I am talking about an edge of 14% to 17% on each wager!  Craps for 
the average player quickly becomes a money pit! 
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Roulette is the number one game of choice for many players.  

However, with the American double-zero wheel, players give the house an edge of over 
5%.  

Even playing the European version of the game, players give up over two percent 
house advantage on most bets.  

Video poker is a great game if you can find the best machines.  However, your casino 
may not have the best paying machines.  And, if you are playing on an inferior machine, 
this game becomes a real mother to beat.  

That leaves baccarat.  

Baccarat offers a house edge of slightly over one percent.  And, that’s without any 
strategy at all!  

Blackjack players have to memorize basic strategy and then manage their bets very 
carefully to do this well.  

Craps players have to limit their bets and then use a very sound money management 
strategy to keep the house edge under 1.5%.  

Baccarat players in a sense have it made.  All they have to do is bet on either Player or 
Banker.   

And, bingo!  They have the house edge down to about one-percent! 
 

 
Let’s start with where you place each bet. 

The Ultimate Baccarat Strategy uses a unique, probability based method that tells you 
where to place your bets.  It is called the Master Bet Placement Strategy.  

The Master Bet Placement Strategy is a powerful new method that leaves all other 
baccarat bet placement systems so far behind that there really isn’t any contest.  

The Master Bet Placement Strategy (MBP Strategy) uses a scientifically derived and 
tested betting model that actually anticipates the next baccarat decision.  It is a 
forward looking system, rather than one only looking at past decisions.  

 
Using a special model developed just for baccarat, the MBP Strategy forecasts the next 
baccarat decision with amazing accuracy!  

It is the only betting strategy ever developed that takes past baccarat decisions into 
account and then tells you where to make your next bet!  
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Other betting methods fall way short of the MBP Strategy’s phenomenal ability to 
actually predict the next baccarat decision – 
 
1.  Some betting methods are totally inflexible, like those that advocate always betting 
only on one side, usually Banker, because it has slightly better odds than a Player bet.  
The problem here is pretty obvious.  Long strings of Player hands often show.  When 
they do, the hapless player betting on Banker only is going to be handed his head, served 
up by the casino bosses. 
 
2.  Other systems try simple trend following, such as “bet the same as the preceding 
decision.”  These simplistic systems work some of the time but are not adaptive, and 
when the table doesn’t cooperate, they break down very badly. 
 
3.  Many other betting methods use some unproven theory of the author’s.  These 
vary from not too bad to just awful.   

Now, I am going to tell you the real truth, which these system peddlers would rather that 
you not know –  

With any of these approaches, the monkey making random bets may 

do just as well or even better.  

The reason is obvious –  
 
None of these systems can anticipate what the next baccarat decision will be!  

If you think about it, using one of these flawed systems is like looking out the back 
window of a car and trying to figure out where you are going.  There is no doubt 
that if you do this very long, you are going to crash!  

 
When You Play Baccarat With the Scientifically Proven Record of the MBP 
Strategy Your Success Rate is Going to be Phenomenal!  

Other betting systems are always defeated when they encounter patterns of decisions they 
can’t cope with.  
 
However, the MBP Strategy, with its proven ability to look forward, wins no matter 
what happens at the baccarat table.  

For example, if we let B stand for Banker, and P for Player, then we can take a look at the 
kinds of patterns that the MBP Strategy easily beats –  
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1.  It handily wins when the table is streaking, such as BBBBB. 
 
2.  It easily beats the game when the baccarat decisions are choppy, as 
with PBPBPPB. 

3.  It automatically adjusts to repeating pairs of decisions as with BB PP 
BB.  

4.  It finds order in seeming randomness and wins against patterns like 
BBPBPPBPBPP. 

There is no doubt that the MBP Strategy is the Number One method of determining 
where to place each bet at baccarat!  
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But, there’s still more to beating the game –  

 
The Ultimate Baccarat Strategy Beats Every Other 

Baccarat Strategy.  

 
► It has a documented sky-high win rate of 97.14% 

► It has been proven to beat every version of baccarat 
offered in land-based casinos – worldwide! 

► It easily beats all online versions of baccarat.  Some of our 
players call it “the killer online strategy!” 

► It has the lowest bankroll requirements of any other 
strategy. You can start with just $20 playing online, or $100 
in a land-based game! 
 
► It has the lowest bet spread of any other strategy.  The 
bet range is only 1 to 5.  As a $5 bettor, your largest bet will be 
$25.  As a $25 bettor, it will be just $125.  
 
► It has a great money management system.  Losses are 
infrequent, small and no more than a minor nuisance! 

► It wins quickly.  The average length of an online game is 
just 6 minutes.  In a land-based casino, the average game takes 
less then 30 minutes! 
 
► The system is easy to learn. 
 
► You won’t have to memorize any betting series or use a 
complicated betting system. 

► There is no game casing before you play.  Just sit down and 
start playing! 
 
Every statement, profit amount or win amount statement in this 
report is backed up by hard data derived from 3,397 
documented games.  With the Ultimate Baccarat Strategy you 
are getting proven results, not someone’s unproven theory!  
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While the MBP Strategy Tells You Where to Bet, the MBS Strategy Gives 
You the Exact Amount of Each Wager! 

To become a consistent winner, you have to master both sides of the game - 

 Where to place each bet and 

 How much to bet each time you make a wager.  

After discovering the amazing MBP Strategy, we still needed an optimal strategy for 
determining the size of each bet. 
 
Broadly speaking, there are several betting schemes available – 

 Most beginners just make the same size bet over and over.  This is called flat 
betting.  If you use this approach the end result is predicable – you will lose. 

 If you use a Progressive Betting System, such as a Martingale Progression, you 
will increase the size of your bets following losing bets.  This approach will 
generate many small wins followed by large losses.  It is not a net winning 
system. 

 Many pros prefer only increasing bets after wins.  While this sounds reasonable, 
the end result is the same – you will end up losing money.  

Sounds like I covered it all, doesn’t it?  Bet the same amount each time, or increase your 
bets when you are winning or increase your bets when you are losing.  Could there be 
another way? 
 
Fortunately, there is.  The Master Betting Strategy (the MBS Strategy) used 
by The Ultimate Baccarat Strategy does not use any kind of standard 
betting progression or betting formula.   

You won’t automatically increase the size of your bets after losses.  
 
And, you won’t double up winning bet s either.  

The problem with any of the betting schemes that are normally used in games of chance 
is they all try to use a “one size fits all” approach.  In medieval times shoes were made in 
just a few sizes and left and right shoes were interchangeable.  It is only with better 
technology that we discovered how to make shoes that actually fit individual feet. 
 
You might want to think of the MBS Strategy as being like custom shoes designed to 
perfectly fit each person.  Except that the MBS Strategy automatically adjusts to match 
ever changing table conditions. 
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Even with a simple game like baccarat, with only three outcomes of Player, Banker or 
Tie (which doesn’t cause Player or Banker to lose) the outcomes of decisions are almost 
infinite and are constantly changing. 
 
There is only one method of determining the size of every bet that is superior to 
every other system.  

  And, that is the proven MBS Strategy.  

Let me tell you more about how this strategy turns betting into a proven profit producer  . 
. .  

   

With the MBS Strategy, You Will Keep Your Bets Small and Win Very Consistently 
 
With flat betting, since you never change the size of your bets, you won’t have a problem 
with your bets getting too large.  

You’ll just keep making the same bet over and over until the house eventually grinds you 
down and takes your money.  
 
Using a progressive betting system, you will have a different problem.  Your bets can get 
very large.  For example, a Martingale progression calls for you to double your bet 
following a loss.  
 
Your bets might look like this  – 5  10  20  40  80  160  320  640  1280 and so on.  
 
The only limit on how large your bets can grow with this type of progression is the size 
of your bankroll and the house limits on bet sizes.  
 
Even with more controlled types of betting progressions, it is not unusual for bets to 
range in size from $5 to $100.   
 
If you are a $10 bettor, your bets might range in size from $10 to $200 or even to $250.  
 
 
There Are Serious Consequences to Using These Kinds of Systems – 
First, you will have to use a large bankroll.  For example, as a $5 bettor you might need 
to buy in for $250 or even $300, depending on your betting system.  
 
The second aspect of these systems is really scary – 

When you have a loss, it is going to be large.  Simple math will tell you 
this.  The larger your bets the larger the size of your potential losses!  
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  However, when you use the MBS Strategy, you will never have to make large bets!  
  And, you will never have to worry about having a large loss! 
 
 

 
The Ultimate Baccarat Strategy Uses  

“Hit and Run” Principles to Take the Casinos to the 
Cleaners! 

 
If your goal is to play and win as quickly as possible, then 
this is the strategy for you. 

This strategy wins so quickly that the average online game 
lasts just 6 minutes!  Now this doesn’t mean you have to quit 
playing.    
All it means is that you lock up profits from your winning 
game, reset the Master Bet Controller and keep playing and 
winning! 
 
You can use the exact same procedures playing in a land-
based casino.  Here a game takes 30 minutes.  At that time 
you will lock up your profits.  If you want to keep playing, by 
all means do so.  Just set the Master Bet Controller for a 
new game and continue as long as you want. 
 
By the way – while most baccarat systems are based on you 
playing for a whole shoe (from one dealer shuffle to the next), 
this system is different.  You play when you want to.  This is 
yet another reason this strategy is so successful.  We don’t 
care where the dealer is – we just jump in and win! 

  
  
The MBS Strategy is the World’s Champion Strategy for Keeping Bets 
Small and Controlling Losses!    
 
The MBS Strategy is not like any of the other betting systems you may have seen.   
 
And, since The Ultimate Baccarat Strategy incorporates the powerful MBS Strategy to 
control the size of bets made, it gains all of the advantages of this strategy 
 
Because it is truly an adaptive strategy, you won’t automatically raise bets after losses or 
wins.  
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And, you will never have to follow a betting scheme calling for larger and larger 
bets.  
 
Let me give you some examples –  

 

As a $5 bettor, using the MBS Strategy, will never have to make a 
wager larger than $25.  

As a $10 bettor, your largest bet might be $50, but never $75 or $100. 
 
Move up to making $25 bets and your highest bet won’t ever be 
greater than $125. 
 
And, if you like to play with $100 chips, you will love using the MBS 
Strategy.  As a black chip bettor, your bets will range in size from $100 
to $500. 
 

Even with all of these advantages it still wouldn’t be enough if the MBS Strategy  
wasn’t a winning strategy. 
 
However, it is a powerful proven winning strategy! 
 
 
 
Get Ready to Rock and Roll with The Ultimate Baccarat Strategy  
When you combine the MBP Strategy’s ability to select where you bet, using an 
advanced method that actually forecasts where to wager, with the MBS Strategy’s 
adaptive betting strategy, the results are truly amazing –  
 
You get the world’s best winning baccarat strategy – The Ultimate Baccarat Strategy.  
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The results of using this strategy have to be experienced to be believed –  
 

·        It has a jaw dropping win rate of 97.14%. 

·        It has the lowest bankroll requirements of any winning system ever 
before released. 

·        It beats all baccarat games in land-based casinos. 

·        It is the perfect strategy to make money with online. 

·        It produces wins at a blistering fast rate  

   
Click Here (www.gamblersbookcase.com/UltimateBaccarat/) for 

Instant Access to the Baccarat Attack Strategy! 
 


